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On June 30, 1986 at 1335, and July 6, 1986 at 1115, a division of the Diesel
Generator Building Ventilation System (DGBVS) was discovered running
unexpectedly. In both instances, Control Room operators immediately returned
the system to standby readiness status. No plant evolutions were identified |

which could have caused the autostarts.

Substantial troubleshooting and investigation.of this and similar events (see
Licensee Event Reports 86-019 and 86-042) have been performed. The root cause
is believed to be a result of intermittent signals generated from the Diesel
Generator (DG) control tachometer due to system noise. To prevent recurrence,
the affected Diesel Generator control tachometers will be replaced.
Additionally, an engineering design change is under development to upgrade the
control tachometer. This design change will be implemented upon availability
of a qualified ' replacement.
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On June 30, 1986 at 1335, the Division 1 Diesel Generator Building Ventilation
System (DGBVS)(VJ] was discovered running unexpectedly. On July 6, 1986 at
1115, the Division 2 DGBVS again autostarted unexpectedly. At the time of the i
events, the plant was in Operational Condition 4 (Cold Shutdown); reactor
coolant temperature was approximately 165 degrees and reactor vessel pressure
was atmospheric.

On June 30 at 1335, the Diesel Generator [DG] system engineer, while making a
daily tour of the Diesel Generator Building [NB), noticed the Div 1 DGBVS
running while the DG was shutdown and reported his findings to the Control
Room. The Control Room operators subsequently returned the DGBVS to standby. I

Based on conversations with personnel known to be in the Diesel Generator
Building prior to the event, the fans had been running no longer than 15
minutes. Control Room operators initiated an investigation to determine if
any plant evolution prior to or at the time of the event could have caused the
unexpected system autostart. No plant evolutions were discovered which would
have resulted in a systen autostart. A Work Order was then initiated to
troubleshoot the system's circuitry in order to discover the source of the
autostart signal.

On July 6 1986 at 1115, another DGBVS autostart occurred while an Instrument
and Control (I&C) Technician was installing a Sequence of Events Record (SER)
on the Div 2 DG in order to monitor signals being generated from the Div 2 DG
control tachometer. This action was a continuation of the investigation
undertaken for a previous similar event (see Licensee Event Report 86-019).
During the process of lifting a lead from the control tachometer [ TAC), the
Div 2 DGBVS autostarted. No leads had yet been lifted and no technician
errors were identified. Controi Room operators alerted by a spike on the DG
speed indicator [SI] checked the Div 2 DGBVS and found it running.
Concurrently the I&C technician notified the Control Room that he may have
been the cause of DGBVS autostart. The Control Room operators subsequently g
returned the DGBVS to standby.

In addition to the efforts identified in LER 86-019, the following additional |
troubleshooting activities have been completed:

1. The use of handheld radios to simulate a potential source of noise did
not recreate an autostart signal.

2. A point to point wirecheck to discover unknown interfaces with other
systems resulted in no unknown system interfaces.

Substantial troubleshooting and investigation has been performed of this and
similar events (see Licensee Event Reports 86-019 and 86-042). The root cause
of these events has been isolated to the DG control tachometer (Manufacturer:
Air Pax; Model: 080-3X1-2112). Electrical noise within the tachoneter
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circuitry is believed to be the cause of intermittent autostart signals
generated from the control tachometer.

The Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System is an engineered safety
feature designed to provide ventilation and cooling to the Diesel Generator
Building when.either of the DGs and its' supporting equipment is in operation.
Neither DG was in operation at the time of its associated DGBVS autostart.
Once actuated, the system operated as expected. Consequently, even if these
1 vents had occurred during normal plant operation (i.e. 100% power) they would
hsve had no safety significance. One previous similar event was identified
(tee LER 86-019).

To prevent recurrence, the affected DG control tachometers will be replaced.
Adcitionally, an engineering design change is under development to upgrade the
cortrol tachometer. The new model control tachometer includes a time delay
circuit to prevent intermittent actuations due to system noise. The design
change will be implemented following the completion of environmental
qualification.

:,acrgy Industry Identification System Codes are identified in text as [XX].
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